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We formulate a pair of multiobjective nonlinear symmetric dual variational
problems. For the single objective problems our problems become the symmetric
 .dual pair of I. Smart and B. Mond J. Math. Anal. Appl. 152, 1990, 536]545 .
Under invexity assumptions, we establish the weak, strong, converse, and self
duality theorems for our variational problems by using the concept of efficiency.
Also, we give the static case of our symmetric duality results. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xSymmetric duality in nonlinear programming was introduced by Dorn 2
by defining a symmetric dual program for quadratic programs. Subse-
w xquently Dantzig, Eisenberg, and Cottle 1 first formulated a pair of
symmetric dual nonlinear programs in which the dual of the dual equals
the prime and established the weak and strong duality for these problems
w xconcerning convex and concave functions. Weir and Mond 14 established
two distinct pairs of multiple objective symmetric dual programs. Under
additional assumptions the multiobjective programs are shown to be self-
dual.
w xOn the other hand, Mond and Hanson 7 extended the symmetric
duality results to variational problems, giving continuous analogues of the
w xresults of 1 . Since the invexity conditions on functions were first defined
w x wby Hanson 3 as a generalization of convexity ones, many authors 6, 8, 11,
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x12 have extended the concepts of invexity and generalized invexity to
w xcontinuous functions. Smart and Mond 12 extended the symmetric duality
results to variational problems by using the continuous version of invexity.
w xRecently, Kim and Lee 4 presented a pair of symmetric dual varia-
w xtional problems in the spirit of Mond and Weir 9 different from the one
w xformulated by Smart and Mond 12 , using the continuous version of
pseudo-invexity which is a generalization of that of invexity. Very recently,
w x w xKim, Lee, and Lee 5 extended Kim and Lee's symmetric dual results 4
to the multiobjective symmetric variational problems under pseudo-invex-
ity assumptions.
w xOn the other hand, Mond and Weir 9 gave a different pair of
symmetric dual nonlinear programming problems in which the convexity
and concavity assumptions were reduced to the pseudo-convexity and
pseudo-concavity ones, and obtained the weak and strong duality for these
problems.
In this paper, we formulate a pair of multiobjective symmetric dual
variational problems. Under invexity assumptions, we establish the weak,
strong, converse, and self duality theorems for our variational problems by
using the concept of efficiency. Also, we give the static case of our
w xsymmetric duality results. Several known results 1, 10, 12, 14 are obtained
as special cases.
2. NOTATIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS
The following conventions for vectors in Rn will be used:
x - y m x - y , i s 1, 2, . . . , n;i i
x O y m x O y , i s 1, 2, . . . , n;i i
x F y m x O y , i s 1, 2, . . . , n but x / y ;i i
x g y is the negation of x F y.
w x w x n n m m pLet a, b be a real interval and f : a, b = R = R = R = R ª R .
 . w xConsider the vector valued function f t, x, x9, y, y9 , where t g a, b , x
 . n  . mand y are functions of t with x t g R and y t g R , and x9 and y9
denote the derivatives of x and y, respectively, with respect to t. Assume
that f has continuous fourth-order partial derivatives with respect to x, x9,
y, and y9. f and f denote the p = n matrices of first partial derivativesx x 9
with respect to x and x9, i.e.,
­ f i ­ f i ­ f i ­ f i
i if s , . . . , and f s , . . . , , i s 1, 2, . . . , p.X Xx x 9 /  /­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x1 n 1 n
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Similarly, f and f denote the p = m matrices of first partial deriva-y y 9
tives with respect to y and y9. We consider the problem of finding
w x n w x m   .  ..functions x: a, b ª R and y: a, b ª R , with x9 t , y9 t piecewise
w xsmooth on a, b , to solve the following pair of multiobjective variational
problems,
b T TMinimize f t , x , x9, y , y9 y y t l f t , x , x9, y , y9 .  .  .H y
a
d
Ty l f t , x , x9, y , y9 e dt MSP .  .y 9 5/dt
subject to x a s x , x b s x , y a s y , y b s y , .  .  .  .0 1 0 1
d
T Tl f t , x , x9, y , y9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 O 0, 1 .  .  .y y 9dt
Tl G 0, l e s 1,
b T TMaximize f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y u t l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 .  .  .H x
a
d
Ty l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 e dt MSD .  .x 9 5/dt
subject to u a s x , u b s x , ¨ a s y , ¨ b s y , .  .  .  .0 1 0 1
d
T Tl f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 P 0, 2 .  .  .x x 9dt
Tl G 0, l e s 1,
 .  .   .  ..where 1 and 2 may fail to hold at corners of x9 t , y9 t and
  .  ..u9 t , ¨ 9 t , respectively, but must be satisfied for unique right- and
p  .T pleft-hand limits, l g R , and e s 1, . . . , 1 g R .
 .  .  .Remark. Observe that if p s 1 in MSP and MSD , then MSP and
 .  .  . w xMSD become P and D given by Smart and Mond 12 .
3. SYMMETRIC DUALITY
We consider the following multiobjective variational problem,
b b b1 pMinimize f t , x , x9 dt s f dt , . . . , f dt .H H H /a a a MP .
subject to x a s a , x b s b , .  .
w xg t , x , x9 O 0, t g a, b , .
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w x n n p w x n n m where f : a, b = R = R ª R , g : a, b = R = R ª R . Let K s x
w x n.  .  .   .  ... w x4g C a, b , R N x a s a , x b s b , g t, x t , x9 t O 0, t g a, b be
 .the set of feasible solutions for MP .
DEFINITION 1. A point x* in K is an efficient solution Pareto opti-
.  .mum of MP if for all x in K,
b b
f t , x , x9 dt g f t , x*, x*9 dt .  .H H
a a
 b  .i.e., there exists no other x g K such that H f t, x, x9 dt Fa
b  . .H f t, x*, x*9 dt .a
Now we define the invexity as follows:
DEFINITION 2. The functional H b f is invex in x and x9 if for eacha
w x m w xy: a, b ª R , with y9 piecewise smooth, there exists a function h: a, b
= Rn = Rn = Rn = Rn ª Rn such that ; i s 1, . . . , p,
b i if t , x , x9, y , y9 y f t , u , u9, y , y9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db T i iP h t , x , x9, u , u9 f t , u , u9, y , y9 y f t , u , u9, y , y9 dt .  .  .H x x 9dta
w x n w x n   .  ..for all x: a, b ª R , u: a, b ª R with x9 t , u9 t piecewise smooth
w xon a, b .
DEFINITION 3. The functional yH b f is invex in y and y9 if for eacha
w x n w xx: a, b ª R , with x9 piecewise smooth, there exists a function j : a, b
= Rm = Rm = Rm = Rm ª Rm such that ; i s 1, . . . , p,
b i iy f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt 4 .  .H
a
b TP y j t , ¨ , ¨ 9, y , y9 .H
a
d
i i= f t , x , x9, y , y9 y f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt .  .y y 9dt
w x m w x m   .  ..for all ¨ : a, b ª R , y: a, b ª R with ¨ 9 t , y9 t piecewise smooth
w xon a, b .
 .  .  .In the sequel, we will write h x, u for h t, x, x9, u, u9 and j ¨ , y for
 .j t, ¨ , ¨ 9, y, y9 .
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Remark. If f is independent of t, Definitions 2 and 3 reduce to the
w xdefinition of invexity of the static case in 12 .
 .  .  .THEOREM 1 Weak Duality . Let x, y, l be feasible for MSP and
 .  . w xu, ¨ , l be feasible for MSD . Assume that either for all t g a, b
 . b ba x / u, H f is strictly in¨ex in x and x9, and yH f is in¨ex in y anda a
 .  .  .  .y9, with h x, u q u t P 0 and j ¨ , y q y t P 0; or
 . b bb y / ¨ , H f is in¨ex in x and x9, and yH f is strictly in¨ex in y anda a
 .  .  .  .y9, with h x, u q u t P 0 and j ¨ , y q y t P 0; or
 . b bc l ) 0, H f is in¨ex in x and x9, and yH f is in¨ex in y and y9, witha a
 .  .  .  . h x, u q u t P 0 and j ¨ , y q y t P 0 except perhaps at corners of
  .  ..   .  ...x9 t , y9 t or u9 t , ¨ 9 t .
Then
b
f t , x , x9, y , y9 .H 
a
dT T Ty y t l f t , x , x9, y , y9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 e dt .  .  .y y 9 5 /dt
b
g f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 .H 
a
dT T Ty u t l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 e dt. .  .  .x x 9 5 /dt
 . bProof. a By the assumption of strict invexity of H f ,a
b
f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db T
) h x , u f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt , .  .  .H x x 9dta
so that
b T Tl f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db T T T) h x , u l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt .  .  .H x x 9dta
db T T TP y u t l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt. 3 .  .  .  .H x x 9dta
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Now by invexity of yH b f ,a
b
f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db TO j ¨ , y f t , x , x9, y , y9 y f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt , .  .  .H y y 9dta
so that
b T Tl f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db T T TO j ¨ , y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt .  .  .H y y 9dta
db T T TO y y t l f t , x , x9, y , y9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt. .  .  .H y y 9dta
4 .
 .  .Subtracting 4 from 3 and rearranging gives
b TTl f t , x , x9, y , y9 y y t .  .H 
a
d
T T= l f t , x , x9, y , y9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt .  .y y9 5 /dt
b TT) l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y u t .  .H 
a
d
T T= l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt. 5 .  .  .x x 9 5 /dt
Thus
b T Tf t , x , x9, y , y9 y y t l f t , x , x9, y , y9 .  .  .H y a
d
Ty l f t , x , x9, y , y9 e dt .y 9 5/dt
b T Tg f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y u t l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 .  .  .H x a
d
Ty l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 e dt. 6 .  .x 9 5/dt
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 . bb By the assumption of invexity of H f ,a
b
f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db TP h x , u f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt , .  .  .H x x 9dta
so that
b T Tl f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db T T TP h x , u l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt .  .  .H x x 9dta
db T T TP y u t l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt. 7 .  .  .  .H x x 9dta
Now by strict invexity of yH b f ,a
b
f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db T
- j ¨ , y f t , x , x9, y , y9 y f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt , .  .  .H y y 9dta
so that
b T Tl f t , x , x9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt 4 .  .H
a
db T T T- j ¨ , y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt .  .  .H y y 9dta
db T T TO y y t l f t , x , x9, y , y9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt. .  .  .H y y 9dta
8 .
 .  .  .  .Subtracting 8 from 7 and rearranging gives 5 which implies 6 .
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 . b b  .c By assumptions of invexity of H f and yH f , we obtain 7 anda a
 .  .  .4 . Subtracting 4 from 7 gives
b TTl f t , x , x9, y , y9 y y t .  .H 
a
d
T T= l f t , x , x9, y , y9 y l f t , x , x9, y , y9 dt .  .y y 9 5dt
b TTP l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y u t .  .H 
a
d
T T= l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 y l f t , u , u9, ¨ , ¨ 9 dt. .  .x x 9 5dt
 .However, since l ) 0, this implies 6 .
In the following theorems and proofs, l*T f * represents l*T f
 .t, x*, x*9, y*, y*9 and partial derivatives are similarly denoted.
 .  .THEOREM 2 Strong Duality . Let x*, y*, l* be an efficient solution for
 .MSP . Suppose that the system
d d dT TU U UT T Tp t l* f y l* f q p t l* f .  .y y y y 9 y 9 y 9 /  /dt dt dt
2d T UTq yp t l* f p t s 0 9 .  .  . /y 9 y 92dt
 . w xonly has the solution p t s 0 for all t g a, b , and the set
d
U Ui if y f : i s 1, 2, . . . , p is linearly independent. 10 .y y 9 5dt
Assume that l ) 0, H b f is in¨ex in x and x9, and yH b f is in¨ex in y and y9,a a
 .  .  .  . with h x, u q u t P 0 and j ¨ , y q y t P 0 except perhaps at corners of
  .  ..   .  ...  .x9 t , y9 t or u9 t , ¨ 9 t . Then x*, y*, l* is an efficient solution for
 .  .  .MSD , and the optimal ¨alues of MSP and MSD are equal.
w xProof. Applying the necessary conditions of Valentine 13 , if
 .  . px*, y*, l* is an efficient solution of MSP , then there exist a g R ,
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w x m pb : a, b ª R , and g g R such that
d
U UT T T TH* ' a f * y y* l* f y l* f ey y9 / /dt
d
U UT T T Ty b l* f y l* f y g l*y 9 y /dt
satisfies
d d2
U U UH y H q H s 0, 11 .y y 9 y 02dt dt
d d2
U U UH y H q H s 0, 12 .x x 9 x 02dt dt
dT U UTb y a e y* f y f y g s 0, 13 .  . . y y 9 /dt
d
U UT T Tb l* f y l* f s 0, 14 .y 9 y /dt
g Tl* s 0, 15 .
a , b , g G 0, 16 .  .
w x    .  ..  .  .throughout a, b except at corners of x*9 t , y*9 t where 11 and 12
.  .hold for unique right- and left-hand limits . a , b t , and g cannot be
w xsimultaneously zero at any t g a, b , and b is continuous except perhaps
  .  ..at corners of x*9 t , y*9 t .
 .Equation 11 now becomes
d dT TU U U UT T T Ta y a e l* f y f q b y a e y* l* f y l* f .  . .  .y y 9 y y y y 9 /  /dt dt
d dT UT Tq b y a e y* l* f . . y 9 y 9 /dt dt
d2 T UT Tq y b y a e y* l* f . . /y 9 y 92dt
s 0. 17 .
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 .Equation 12 gives
d dTU U U UT T T T Ta f q b y a e y* l* f y l* f y a f . .x x y y 9 x x 9 /dt dt
d dT U U UT T T Ty b y a e y* l* f y l* f y l* f . . y x 9 y 9 x 9 y 9 x / /dt dt
d2 T UT Tq y b y a e y* l* f s 0. 18 .  . . /y 9 x 92dt
 .  T .  .  .Multiplying 17 by b y a e y* and then using 13 and 15 gives
dT U UT T Tb y a e y* l* f y l* f . . y y y y 9 /dt
d dT UT Tq b y a e y* l* f . . y 9 y 9 /dt dt
2d T UT T Tq y b y a e y* l* f b y a e y* s 0. .  . .  . /y 9 y 92dt
 .Thus by the assumption 9 ,
b s a Te y*. 19 .  .
 .From 17 , we have
dT U UTa y a e l* f y f s 0. . . y y 9 /dt
 .By the assumption 10 ,
a s a Te l*. 20 .  .
 .  .This gives a / 0, since if a s 0, then by 19 and 13 , b s g s 0,
 .everywhere, contradicting the necessary condition 16 .
 .  .  .Equation 18 with 19 and 20 now becomes
d d
U U U UT T T T Tl* f y l* f s 0 and x* l* f y l* f s 0. 21 .x x 9 x x 9 /dt dt
 .  .Equation 14 with 19 gives
d
U UT T Ty* l* f y l* f s 0. 22 .y y 9 /dt
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 .  .  .  .  .  .By 21 , x*, y*, l* is feasible for MSD . From 21 and 22 , MSP and
 .  . b MSD have equal objective values at x*, y*, l* , namely H f t, x*,a
.x*9, y*, y*9 dt.
 .  .Clearly x*, y*, l* is efficient for MSD , otherwise there would exist
 .feasible u*, ¨*, l* such that
b
f t , u*, u*9, ¨*, ¨*9 .H 
a
T Ty u t * l* f t , u*, u*9, ¨*, ¨*9 .  .x
d
Ty l* f t , u*, u*9, ¨*, ¨*9 e dt .x 9 5/dt
b
G f t , x*, x*9, y*, y*9 .H 
a
T Ty x t * l* f t , x*, x*9, y*, y*9 .  .x
d
Ty l* f t , x*, x*9, y*, y*9 e dt. .x 9 5/dt
T  T U  . T U . T  T U  . T U .Since x* l* f y drdt l* f s 0 s y* l* f y drdt l* f , it fol-x x 9 y y 9
lows that
b
f t , u*, u*9, ¨*, ¨*9 .H 
a
T Ty u t * l* f t , u*, u*9, ¨*, ¨*9 .  .x
d
Ty l* f t , u*, u*9, ¨*, ¨*9 e dt .x 9 5/dt
b
G f t , x*, x*9, y*, y*9 .H 
a
T Ty y t * l* f t , x*, x*9, y*, y*9 .  .y
d
Ty l* f t , x*, x*9, y*, y*9 e dt .y 9 5/dt
which also contradicts weak duality.
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Remark. If f does not explicitly depend on y9, the system reduces to
 .T T U  . T Up t l* f p t s 0, which has only a zero solution iff l* f is positive ory y y y
w xnegative definite for all t g a, b .
A converse duality theorem may be stated; the proof would be analo-
gous to that of Theorem 2.
 .  .THEOREM 3 Converse Duality . Let x*, y*, l* be an efficient solution
 .for MSD . Suppose that the system
d d dT TU U UT T Tp t l* f y l* f q p t l* f .  .x x x x 9 x 9 x 9 /  /dt dt dt
2d T UTq yp t l* f p t s 0 .  . .x 9 x 92dt
 . w xonly has the solution p t s 0 for all t g a, b , and the set
d
U Ui if y f : i s 1, 2, . . . , p is linearly independent.x x 9 5dt
Assume that l ) 0, H b f is in¨ex in x and x9, and yH b f is in¨ex in y and y9,a a
 .  .  .  . with h x, u q u t P 0 and j ¨ , y q y t P 0 except perhaps at corners of
  .  ..   .  ...  .x9 t , y9 t or u9 t , ¨ 9 t . Then x*, y*, l* is an efficient solution for
 .  .  .MSP , and the optimal ¨alues of MSP and MSD are equal.
4. SELF DUALITY
 .Now we establish the self duality of MSP .
 .  . Assume that m s n, f t, x, x9, y, y9 s yf t, y, y9, x, x9 i.e., f skew-
.   .  .. w x   .  ..symmetric for all x t , y t , t g a, b such that x9 t , y9 t is piecewise
w xsmooth on a, b and that x s y , x s y .0 0 1 1
 .It follows that MSD may be rewritten as a minimization problem:
b
Minimize f t , y , y9, x , x9 .H 
a
T Ty x t l f t , y , y9, x , x9 .  . y
d
Ty l f t , y , y9, x , x9 e dt . MSD9 .y 9 5/dt
subject to x a s x , x b s x , y a s x , y b s x , .  .  .  .0 1 0 1
d
T Tl f t , y , y9, x , x9 y l f t , y , y9, x , x9 O 0, .  .y y9dt
Tl G 0, l e s 1.
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 .  .Problem MSD9 is formally identical to MSP ; that is, the objective and
 .  .constraint functions and initial conditions of MSP and MSD9 are
identical. This problem is said to be self-dual.
 .  .It is easily seen that whenever x, y, l is feasible for MSP , then
 .  .y, x, l is feasible for MSD , and vice versa.
 .  .THEOREM 4 Self Duality . Assume that MSP is self-dual and that the
 .in¨exity conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. If x*, y*, l* is an efficient
 .  .solution for MSP , and the system 9 only has a zero solution and the
 .  .  .condition 10 holds, then y*, x*, l* is an efficient solution for both MSP
 .and MSD , and the common optimal ¨alue is 0.
 .  .Proof. By Theorem 2, x*, y*, l* is an efficient solution for MSD ,
 .  . b and the optimal values of MSP and MSD are equal to H f t, x*,a
.x*9, y*, y*9 dt.
 .  .  .From self-duality, y*, x*, l* is feasible for both MSP and MSD , so
Theorems 1 and 2 give optimality in both problems, and thus objective
b  .values of H f t, y*, y*9, x*, x*9 dt.a
Since f is skew-symmetric, we have
b b




f t , x*, x*9, y*, y*9 dt s f t , y*, y*9, x*, x*9 dt .  .H H
a a
b
s y f t , x*, x*9, y*, y*9 dt , .H
a
b  . b  .and so H f t, x*, x*9, y*, y*9 dt s H f t, y*, y*9, x*, x*9 dt s 0.a a
5. THE STATIC CASE OF SYMMETRIC DUALITY
 .  .If the time dependency of programs MSP and MSD is removed and f
is considered to have domain Rn = Rm, we obtain the symmetric dual pair
given by
T TMinimize f x , y y y l f x , y e .  . . y
SPT  .subject to l f x , y O 0, .y
Tl G 0, l e s 1,
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T TMaximize f u , ¨ y u l f u , ¨ e .  . . x
SD .Tsubject to l f u , ¨ P 0, .x
Tl G 0, l e s 1.
The following duality theorems can be proved along the lines of Theorems
1, 2, and 3.
 .  .  .THEOREM 5 Weak Duality . Let x, y, l be feasible for SP and
 .  .u, ¨ , l be feasible for SD . Assume that either
 .  .a x / u, f is strictly in¨ex in x, and yf is in¨ex in y, with h x, u q u
 .P 0 and j ¨ , y q y P 0; or
 .  .b y / ¨ , f is in¨ex in x, and yf is strictly in¨ex in y, with h x, u q u
 .P 0 and j ¨ , y q y P 0; or
 .  .c l ) 0, f is in¨ex in x, and yf is in¨ex in y, with h x, u q u P 0
 .and j ¨ , y q y P 0.
Then
T T T Tf x , y y y l f x , y e g f u , ¨ y u l f u , ¨ e. .  .  .  . .  .y x
 .  .THEOREM 6 Strong Duality . Let x*, y*, l* be an efficient solution for
 . T USP . Suppose that l* f is positi¨ e or negati¨ e definite, and the sety y
f iU : i s 1, 2, . . . , p is linearly independent. 4y
 .Assume that l ) 0, f is in¨ex in x, and yf is in¨ex in y, with h x, u q u P 0
 .  .  .and j ¨ , y q y P 0. Then x*, y*, l* is an efficient solution for SD , and
 .  .the optimal ¨alues of SP and SD are equal.
 .  .THEOREM 7 Converse Duality . Let x*, y*, l* , be an efficient solution
 . T Ufor SD . Suppose that l* f is positi¨ e or negati¨ e definite, and the setx x
f iU : i s 1, 2, . . . , p is linearly independent. 4x
 .Assume that l ) 0, f is in¨ex in x, and yf is in¨ex in y, with h x, u q u P 0
 .  .  .and j ¨ , y q y P 0. Then x*, y*, l* is an efficient solution for SP , and
 .  .the optimal ¨alues of SP and SD are equal.
 .  .The pair SP and SD will be self-dual when m s n and f is skew-sym-
  .  . n.metric i.e., f x, y s yf y, x for all x, y g R .
We state without proof a static version of Theorem 4.
 .  .THEOREM 8 Self Duality . Assume that SP is self-dual and that the
 .in¨exity conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied. If x*, y*, l* is an efficient
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 . T Usolution for SP , and l* f is positi¨ e or negati¨ e definite, and the sety y
f iU : i s 1, 2, . . . , p is linearly independent, 4y
 .  .  .then y*, x*, l* is an efficient solution for both SP and SD , and the
common optimal ¨alue is 0.
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